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Abstract: Despite the growing interest in a real-world deployment of vehicle-to-vehicle communication,
the topological features of the resulting vehicular network remain largely unknown. We lack a clear under-
standing of the level of connectivity achievable in large-scale scenarios, the availability and reliability of
connected multi-hop paths, or the impact of daytime. In thispaper, we adopt a complex network approach
to provide a first characterization of a realistic large-scale urban vehicular ad hoc network. We unveil the
low connectivity, availability, reliability and navigability of the network, and exploit our findings to derive
network design guidelines.
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Sur la Topologie d’un Réseau Véhiculaire à Grande Echelle

Résumé : Malgré l’intérêt croissant au déploiement de communication entre véhicules dans le monde
réel, les caractéristiques topologiques du réseau véhiculaire résultant restent largement inconnus. Il nous
manque une compréhension claire du niveau de la connectivité réalisable dans des scénarios à grande
échelle, la disponibilité et la fiabilité des chemins multi-sauts, ou l’impact de l’heure de la journée. Dans
cet article, nous adoptons une approche de réseaux complexes pour fournir une première caractérisation
d’un réseau ad hoc véhiculaire réaliste à grande échelle dans un environnement urbain. Nous dévoilons
la faible connectivité, disponibilité, fiabilité et navigabilité du réseau, et exploitons nos découvertes pour
en tirer des lignes directrices pour la conception de réseaux.

Mots-clés : VANET, connectivité des réseaux, réseaux complexes, topologie des réseaux, réseaux ur-
bains à grande échelle
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1 Introduction

More than a decade after the allocation of a dedicated frequency bandwidth in the USA, vehicular com-
munication networks have finally abandoned their long-standing status of fundamental research exercise
and have started developing into real-world systems. On-going standardization efforts, including IEEE
802.11p, IEEE 1609, OSI CALM-M5 and ETSI ITS, jointly with the growing interest of the automobile
industry, have played a major role in speeding up the processover the last few years. Thus, it will be soon
time to field test the vast amount of vehicular networking solutions proposed by the scientific community
during the last decade, whose scope ranges from medium access to transmission power control, from data
rate adaptation to mobile address management, from multi-hop routing to reliable data transfers.

However, the real-world performance of many of such protocols risk to fail the expectations, for the
simple reason that they will be confronted to a network they were not designed for. As a matter of fact,
dedicated solutions have – and are – being proposed for vehicular networks whose major topological
features remain largely unknown. In urban environments in particular, even basic questions stay unan-
swered, such as:is the vehicular ad hoc network well connected or highly partitioned? Which size can
clusters of multi-hop connected vehicles attain? Which is the internal structure of such clusters? How
sparse or dense are single-hop communication neighborhoods? How do all these network connectivity
features vary in time? How do they depend on the geographical location?

The responses to these questions directly determine the strengths, weaknesses and overall capabilities
of a spontaneous vehicular network, and shall thus be among the main drives to the design of dedicated
protocols. Moreover, they are the key to quantifying theavailability andreliability of the network, i.e.,
the main concerns of car manufacturers when it comes to vehicle-to-vehicle multi-hop communication.

The aim of this paper is to shed some light on the major topological features of a large-scale urban
vehicular network, providing qualitative and quantitative answers to the questions above and highlighting
their impact on vehicular networking solutions. To that end, after a presentation of the literature in Sec. 2,
we leverage a specific mobility dataset, presented in Sec. 3,that is representative of a typical middle-
sized European city and yields unprecedented realistic microscopic and macroscopic mobility features.
We study the dynamics of the vehicular network topology in such an urban scenario through acomplex
network approach [1–3], by modeling the dataset as a set of instantaneous connectivity graphs, as from
Sec. 4, and analyzing their features from a communication network perspective, in Sec. 5, 6 and 7. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Sec. 8.

2 Related work

The characterization of the instantaneous topology of a vehicular ad hoc network is a subject that, for its
own nature, demands knowledge of the exact position of all the vehicles circulating in a large region. This
makes direct experimental evaluations, that have high economic costs and are extremely time-consuming,
impractical. It also renders the available datasets of recorded real-world vehicular mobility, that are lim-
ited to specific subsets of vehicles such as buses [4] or taxis[5], too incomplete for a thorough topological
analysis. As a consequence, studies on the the instantaneous connectivity of vehicular ad hoc networks
mainly rely on simulative or analytical tools.

Highway environments are simpler to analyze in terms of connectivity, since they result in unidimen-
sional road traffic flows. The studies on the topology of vehicular ad hoc networks on highways aim at
determining which combinations of vehicular density, absolute and relative car speed, technology pene-
tration rate and communication range are required to achieve a full network connectivity. However, the
results, be they based on synthetics traces of highway traffic [6,7] or mathematical models [8–10], do not
apply to the more complex urban scenarios we are interested in.

As a matter of fact, characterizing the topology of urban vehicular networks is a significantly harder
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4 Naboulsi & Fiore

process. Not only the problem becomes bidimensional, but realistic road layouts can be extremely com-
plex and include heterogeneous restrictions, such as speedlimits and one-way rules. Even worse, road
intersections are regulated by non-trivial mechanisms, such as traffic lights, roundabouts, stop and yield
signs.

Analytical studies of the vehicular connectivity in urban areas are therefore based on strong simpli-
fying assumptions, namely Poisson distribution of cars andregular-grid road layouts [11–14]. These
make the problem mathematically tractable through, e.g., percolation theory, but dramatically reduce the
realism and interest of the results.

As far as simulation-based analyses of the connectivity of urban vehicular networks are concerned,
seminal works have focused on the impact of microscopic mobility models [15, 16]. These studies un-
veiled the high bias that unrealistic random and pseudo-random car mobility can induce on the network
topology, and the importance of properly modeling road signalization. However, they do not study the
network from a macroscopic point of view as done in this paper.

The impact on the vehicular network connectivity of macroscopic traffic parameters, such as the
vehicular density, the arrival rates and the routes traveled by drivers, is instead assessed in [17, 18].
However, these works assume a small-scale regular-grid road layout and aim at defining the generic
connectivity behavior of the urban vehicular network in idealized and controllable settings, rather than at
studying a large-scale realistic scenario as we do.

Large urban areas have been considered in studies of the vehicular network connectivity in Porto,
Portugal [19], and Zurich, Switzerland [20]. In the first case, the authors describe the evolution of the
average network degree for around 5 minutes, assuming that 10% of the vehicles participate in the net-
work. Our analysis provides a more complete picture, as it accounts for a broad range of metrics and
spans over 24 hours. The authors of [20] analyze instead a region of 25 km2, during 3 hours that cover
the morning traffic peak. Despite the thorough evaluation, the trace employed only includes major road
arteries in heavy traffic conditions, and the mesoscopic simulator used to generate the vehicle movement
yields a rather uniform distribution of cars over the road layout. These factors contribute to a vehicular
network significantly biased towards unrealistically highconnectivity [21].

3 Vehicular mobility dataset

The vehicular mobility dataset we employ is part of the TAPASCologne project, that aims at reproducing,
with the highest level of realism possible, the car traffic inthe greater urban area of Köln, Germany.
The dataset has been synthetically generated by coupling state-of-art tools dedicated to specific aspects
of vehicular traffic modeling. A short summary is provided next, we refer the reader to [21] for further
details.
Road topology. The street layout of the Köln urban area is extracted from the OpenStreetMap (OSM)
database. The OSM initiative provides freely exportable maps of cities worldwide, contributed and up-
dated by a vast user community. The OSM road information is generated and validated by means of
satellite imagery and GPS traces, and is commonly regarded as the highest-quality map data publicly
available.
Microscopic mobility . The microscopic mobility of vehicles is simulated with theSimulation of Urban
Mobility (SUMO) software. SUMO is an open source tool developed by the German Aerospace Center
(DLR), capable of accurately modeling the behavior of individual drivers, accounting for car-to-car and
car-to-road signalization interactions. The level of detail of the simulation and the high scalability of the
environment make of SUMO the most advanced open-source microscopic vehicular mobility generator
available today.
Macroscopic mobility. At the macroscopic level, large-scale car flows across the urban area are deter-
mined by coupling travel demand and traffic assignment models. The former determine the locations
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Figure 1: Snapshot of the vehicular mobility dataset in the Köln urban region.

where each vehicle starts and ends its trip; the latter compute the exact path between such locations.
The travel demand is derived through the Travel and ActivityPAtterns Simulation (TAPAS) method-

ology [22]. This techniques generates the vehicular trips by exploiting information on (i) the population,
i.e., home locations and socio-demographic characteristics, (ii) the points of interests in the urban area,
i.e., places where working and free-time activities take place, and (iii) the time use patterns, i.e., habits
of the local residents in organizing their daily schedule. Applying the TAPAS technique on real-world
data collected in the Köln region allows to obtain a faithfulrepresentation of daily activities of the area
residents.

The traffic assignment is computed via the relaxation technique proposed by Gawron [23]. This
method takes as inputs the car trips and the street topology,computes the fastest route for each vehicle,
and then assigns to each road segment a cost reflecting the intensity of traffic over it. By iteratively moving
part of the traffic to alternate, less congested paths, and recomputing the road costs, the scheme finally
achieves a so-called dynamic user equilibrium. The coupling of the TAPAS-generated travel demand and
Gawron’s traffic assignment results in an unprecedented level of realism in the macroscopic modeling of
vehicular mobility.
Dataset summary. The mobility dataset spans over a whole day and encompasses4500 km of roads
in an area of 400 km2, with per-second information on the position and speed of vehicles involved in
more than 700.000 trips. This is the largest and most complete vehicular mobility dataset freely available
to date. A snapshot of the vehicular mobility in the dataset is provided in Fig. 1, where the position of
vehicles at 7:00 (each dot represents one car, its color corresponding to its speed) is superposed to the
road topology.

4 Network model and metrics

Our analysis is technology- and protocol-independent, as it targets the physical topology of the vehic-
ular network. To that end, we borrow tools from complex network theory, that have been successfully
employed to characterize a number of large-scale real-world networks such as those of Internet routers,
World Wide Web pages or interacting social species [1–3]. Next, we provide a description of how we
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6 Naboulsi & Fiore

model the vehicular network topology into a dynamic graph, and we formally define the metrics that will
be used in our study.

We sample the vehicular mobility dataset with a fixed frequency1, and, at each sampled time instant
t, we model the vehicular network topology as a graph. We studythe instantaneous connectivity of the
network, by considering each of such graphs separately. Therefore, temporal aggregation of the network
connectivity graphs or temporal network modeling through tensors are out of the scope of this paper,
although we plan to address those in the future, given their interest for, e.g., delay-tolerant network
approaches.

We refer to the instantaneous graph at timet asG(V(t),E(t)). There,V(t) = {vi} is a set of vertices
(or nodes, as the two terms will be used interchangeably in the following)vi, each representing a vehicle
i traveling in the road scenario at timet, andE(t) = {eij(t) | vi, vj ∈ V, i 6= j} is the set of edgeseij(t),
modeling the availability of a communication link between vehiclei and vehiclej at t.

The number of nodes in the network varies with time and is referred to asN (t) = ‖V(t)‖, where‖ · ‖
denotes the cardinality of the included set. The setE(t) depends instead on the RF signal propagation
model adopted, which in this work we will assume to be a simpleunit disc model. We acknowledge that,
despite being a common practice in the related works presented in Sec. 2, this is a drastic simplification
of the reality. However, deterministic propagation models(e.g., ray-tracing ones) do not scale well to
our large-scale vehicular scenario, as they require expensive re-computations at each movement of every
network node. As for stochastic models, they introduce a random noise that would force us to evaluate
a large set of instances for each sampled time instant, againan unbearable task given the size of our
scenario. The unit disc model allows to drastically reduce the computational complexity of the analysis,
and yet to capture the average behavior of the network. In thefollowing, we denote the unit disc com-
munication range asR. We stress that, as a consequence of the simple propagation model adopted, only
bidirectional links are present in the graph model, i.e.,G(V(t),E(t)) is undirected andeij(t) = eji(t),
∀i, j, t.

We also denote the shortest multi-hop communication path between any two carsi andj at timet as
the ordered sequence of vertices in the shortest path fromvi to vj , i.e.,pij(t) = {vi, vk1

, vk2
, . . . , vj}.

The length of such a shortest path is denoted asLij(t) = ‖pij(t)‖ − 1 and maps to the number of
transmission hops separating vehiclesi andj. If no shortest path exists betweeni andj at timet, thenpij(t) = ∅ andLij(t) = ∞. If multiple equivalent shortest paths are available between the same node
pair, one is randomly picked. Note than, by definition,pii(t) = {vi} andLii(t) = 0, ∀i, t.

The graph model allows us to introduce several metrics, useful to characterize the connectivity prop-
erties of the whole network, of subsets of the same, and of individual vertices.
Component. Let us associate to each vertexvi at timet a subset of the verticesVi(t) = vi∪{vj |pij(t) 6=
∅}, and a subset of the edgesEi(t) = {ejk(t) | vj , vk ∈ Vi(t)}. We define the subgraphCi(t) =
G(Vi(t),Ei(t)) as the component within which vertexvi lies at timet. In other words, the component
Ci(t) is the graph representing the portion of the network that vehicle i can reach via multi-hop communi-
cation at timet. The size of the component is the number of nodes that belong to it, i.e.,Si(t) = ‖Vi(t)‖.
By construction, the subgraph is the same for all vehicles inthe same component, i.e.,Ci(t) = Cj(t) iffpij 6= ∅, or, from the opposite perspective, no communication path exists between two different compo-
nents, i.e.,pij = ∅ iff Ci(t) 6= Cj(t). Since all node pairs in a same component are connected, given
a generic componentCi(t), it holds thatLjk < ∞, ∀vj , vk ∈ Ci(t). We can thus define the average
shortest path between any two nodes in the component as

Li(t) =
2

Si(t) (Si(t)− 1)

∑

vj ,vk∈Ci(t),j<k

Ljk.

1In the following, unless stated otherwise, we will employ a sampling periodicity of 10 seconds, that was found to yield results
identical to those obtained with higher sampling frequencies, at a lower computational cost.
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Finally, we refer to the set of the components present in the network at timet asC(t) = {Ci(t)|Ci(t)∩
Cj(t) = ∅, ∀i < j}. The number of components in the network at timet is thenC(t) = ‖C(t)‖.
Giant component. A componentCi(t) is said to be a giant component ifSi(t) ≥ 0.1 · N (t). That is,
a giant component at timet has a size of the same order of magnitude as the whole network at the same
time. We also denote the largest component in the network at time t asCmax(t), and its size asSmax(t).
If the largest componentCmax(t) is a giant component, we denote its size asSgiant(t) = Smax(t) ≥
0.1 · N (t). We remark that a giant component is not necessarily presentin the network, i.e., it can be that
Smax(t) < 0.1 · N (t).
Degree. Let us consider a subsetV1

i (t) = {vj |∃eij(t)} of vertices and a subsetE1
i (t) = {ejk(t)|vj , vk ∈

V1
i (t)} of edges. We define the subgraphC1

i (t) = G(V1
i (t),E

1
i (t)) as the one-hop communication

neighborhood of vertexi at timet. The degree of a vertexvi is thenDi(t) =
∥

∥V1
i (t)

∥

∥, and corresponds
to the number of one-hop communication neighbors of vehiclei.
Betweenness centrality. The betweenness centrality of a vertexvi at timet is

Bi(t) =
‖{pjk(t) | vi ∈ pjk(t), i 6= j, k}‖

(‖V(t)‖ − 2) (‖V(t)‖ − 1)
,

where the denominator is the maximum number of shortest paths in the network that do not start or end at
vi. The betweenness centrality represents how frequently a vehicle i is part of the shortest path between
any two other cars, and ranges from zero (no shortest path passes byi) to one (i lies within all the shortest
paths of the network).

For the sake of clarity, in the following we will imply that all measures are time dependent and drop
the time notation. We will thus denote, for a generic time instant, the number of network nodes asN and
the number of components asC. Also, for the vehicle-dependent metrics, we will assume that they refer
to a generic vehiclei and drop the per-vehicle notation. Therefore, the size of a generic component will
be denoted byS, its average path length asL, and the degree and betweenness centrality of a generic
node asD andB.

5 Network-level analysis

We start our analysis by considering the vehicular network as a whole and discussing its global properties
in terms of connectivity. For the sake of clarity, we initially limit our analysis to one particular value of
the communication radiusR. To that end, we employR = 100 m, as this is the value referenced by field
tests as a typical distance for reliable DSRC vehicle-to-vehicle communication [24, 25]. More precisely,
the extensive experimental analysis in [25] shows that a distance of 100 m allows around 80% of the
packets to be correctly received in urban environments, under common power levels (15-20 dBm) and
with robust modulations (3-Mbps BPSK and 6-Mbps QPSK). We will later generalize our study toR =
50 m, experimentally identified as the largest distance at which vehicle-to-vehicle communication has a
packet delivery ratio close to one [24,25], andR = 200 m, i.e., the maximum distance granting a reception
ratio above 0.5 [25]. We consider wireless links losing morethan 50% of the packets hardly exploitable
by the network.
Analysis forR = 100 m.The level of connectivity of the whole vehicular network is mainly characterized
through two metrics: the number of componentsC, that is an index of the level of network fragmentation,
and the component sizeS, which describes the heterogeneity of the fragmentation.

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) ofC, aggregated over all the vehicular network graphs
extracted from the whole 24 hours of road traffic, is portrayed in Fig. 2(a). In 80% of cases the vehic-
ular network has more than 1000 disconnected components, and the inset plot shows that most of the
probability is concentrated in a linear growth between 1000and 2000 components. This suggests that
the vehicular network is typically highly partitioned intothousands of separate node groups unable to
communicate with each other.
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Figure 2: Distributions of (a) the number of components and (b) the component size, when aggregating
all the samples ofC andS over the whole day.

The distributions of the component sizeS helps us clarify whether we face many components of
similar size or a heterogeneous network of both large and small components. The CDF in Fig. 2(b) shows
that the network is largely made of very small components, with 60% of vertices beingsingletons, i.e.,
isolated vehicles, and 95% of the components comprising 10 vehicles or less. However, by looking at
the Complementary CDF (CCDF), portrayed in the inset plot, we can appreciate the heavy tail of the
distribution, appearing as linear on a log-log scale. Thereis thus a non-negligible probability that the
aforementioned small components coexist with components that include up to 2000 vehicles connected
through direct links or multi-hop routes. After such a component size, the CCDF has an exponential
decay, and components as large as 4500 nodes appear with significant lower probability.

Such a general view of a partitioned and heterogeneous network is however aggregate over time and
space. In order to unveil the impact of the daytime and the differences between geographical areas, we
show in Fig. 3 the instantaneous vehicular network fragmentation measured in the Köln region at different
hours. In each plot, every circle corresponds to one component, its diameter and color mapping to the size
of the component it represents: broader circles map to larger components, while the color code is reported
on the bars at the right of the plots. The resulting images give a rough, yet intuitive, idea of the behavior of
the network connectivity evolution: early in the morning, i.e., before 6:00, the network is very partitioned
and only small components of 40 vehicles or less are present.The morning traffic peak, between 7:00 and
8:00, has very positive impact on the network topology, withthe appearance of very large components
of thousands of vehicles and a diffuse presence medium-sized components of several tens of cars. That
effect disappears later on, and large components do not reappear until the afternoon traffic peak, between
16:00 and 18:00, although a slightly increased connectivity is observed around noon. Moreover, large
components mostly appear in the city center, where the traffic is denser. We can infer that both time and
space are paramount factors in the characterization of the vehicular network topology, which appears to
be generally highly fragmented, with larger components only appearing at specific locations during the
traffic peak hours.
Generalization to different R’s. We now study how different communication ranges impact the ob-
servations above. Fig. 4(a) portrays the CDF of the number ofcomponentsC when the transmission
rangeR varies from 50 to 200 m. The probability distribution for lowC does not vary withR: since
we observed in Fig. 3 that the number of components is consistently high throughout the whole day, we
can now conjecture that these values ofC map to hours when no more than a few hundreds of isolated
vehicles are present in the area, i.e., before 5:00 and after22:00. WhenC is instead higher than 500, a
higherR shifts the probability concentration to the left, or, in other words, a higher communication radius
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Figure 3: Geographical representation of the network components over the significant hours of the whole
day. This figure is best viewed in colors.

bounds the maximum number of components to a lower value. As aresult, we never have more than 1000
components whenR = 200 m, while we can have up to 5000 components whenR = 50 m. Clearly, this
is a symptom thatR can significantly enhance or disrupt the network-level connectivity.

A confirmation comes from the component size distributions,in Fig. 4(b). There, higher values of
R result in larger components at all levels: both small components, in the CDF, and large ones, in the
inset CCDF, are positively affected byR. However, it is interesting to observe that the network is still
significantly partitioned even whenR = 200 m, as 90% of the components comprise no more than 10
cars. Conversely, reducingR to 50 m severely disrupts the network connectivity, and no component with
more than 1000 vehicles is observed.

A space-time view of the results above is provided by Fig. 5, that displays the geographical distribu-
tion of components in low (11:00) and high (7:00) road trafficconditions, whenR is set to 50 m (left) and
200 m (right). It is evident that a reduced transmission range yields a completely fragmented network,
where multi-hop connectivity is hard to spot even during thetraffic peak hours. A higherR leads instead
to a network that is diffusely more connected (remark the medium- and large-sized components even at
11:00) and allows for very large components, including morethan 10000 vehicles to form in presence of
intense road traffic. Once more, we remark the critical impact of both time and space, with the largest
components always emerging in downtown Köln for allR’s.
Relationship toN . The strong time dependence of the network outlined by the previous results pushes
us to verify if a more rigorous relationship can be found between the individual time instants and the
vehicular network topology they yield. Following a complexnetwork common practice, we observe the
correlation of the connectivity metrics with the numberN of nodes, i.e., vehicles, present in the network.

Fig. 6 shows the standard deviation of the number of components C computed among graphs that
have a similarN , which in turn varies along the x axis. The deviation is expressed as a percentage of the
averageC over the same set of graphs. We observe that the standard deviation is extremely low, typically
within 5% from the average value, for any significantN . This behavior, that holds for anyR, implies that
all the graphs that have a similar number of vertices also have a very similar number of clusters.
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Figure 4: Distributions of (a) the number of components and (b) the component size, when aggregating
all the daily samples ofC andS, for differentR’s.
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Figure 5: Geographical maps of clusters at 11:00 (top) and 7:00 (bottom), whenR is 50 (left) and 200
(right) meters. This figure is best viewed in colors.

Fig. 7 shows the distributions of the component sizeS measured at different sample hours, and com-
pares them to distributions obtained by aggregating the data from all the network graphs with a similar
number of verticesN . We can observe that for both small (CDF, left) and large (CCDF, right) compo-
nents, as well as for any value of the transmission rangeR, the distributions at different daytime with
similarN overlap among them as well as with the aggregate one for thatN .

We can conclude from these results that it is not the absolutetime that drives the vehicular network
properties, but the number of vehicles present in the urban region. This is a non-trivial conclusion: it
implies that the network behavior in, e.g., the morning and the afternoon is the same, provided that we
consider two instants with similarN . Also, it accomunates vehicular networks to many other complex
networks, for which the network sizeN is the reference parameter driving the evolution of the net-
work [1–3]. In the remainder of the paper, we will thus study the vehicular topology properties at the
light of the characterizing network parameterN .
Key networking insights. From a networking viewpoint, we can remark thatthe large-scale vehicular
network is severely and consistently partitioned, even when considering idealized RF signal propagation
and the maximum reliable vehicle-to-vehicle communication ranges identified by experimental DSRC
evaluations. Multi-hop routing through the whole network is impossible, andcarry-and-forward tech-
niques are mandatory in order to reach all the nodes. Finally, completely different connectivity prop-
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Figure 6: Standard deviation of the component numberC, expressed as a percentage of the corresponding
averageC, versusN and for differentR’s.

erties are observed at diverse geographical location and daytimes: the common practice ofevaluating
vehicular network protocols in small-scale scenarios characterized by arbitrary vehicular densities may
be harmful.

6 Component-level analysis

The highly fragmented network topology motivates us to study more deeply the internal structure of the
individual components. In particular, our interest lies inthe large components we have observed to appear
in the network, since it is within them that multi-hop communication can take place and vehicular ad hoc
network protocols can mainly operate.
Component dynamics versusN . Fig. 8 portrays the evolution of the largest network component,Cmax,
in terms of its sizeSmax, versus the network sizeN and for different values of the transmission rangeR.
The color of the points refers to the number of components in the network,C, whose landmark values are
also pointed out by the arrows.

WhenR is set to 50 m, the size ofCmax only slightly increases even for largeN ’s, implying that
large components are never observed in the system. Also,C monotonically grows withN , suggesting
that, in any vehicular traffic condition, new nodes joining the network have high chances of being isolated,
forming new singleton components.

As R is set to 100 m, the behavior significantly differs. The largest component has a negligible size
until N ∼ 6000, and then grows up to around 4500 nodes. Although there is some variability in the values
of Smax for a sameN , the positive correlation between the two is evident. Interestingly, the number of
componentsC grows during the first phase, up toN ∼ 6000, and then remains constant atC ∼ 2000.
What happens is that, once a critical network density is achieved, new nodes joining the network are not
isolated anymore, but join existing components: it is not anymore the numberC of components to grow,
but their sizeS, as forSmax.

WhenR = 200 m, the behavior changes once more. The critical threshold at which theSmax starts
to grow shifts down toN ∼ 3000, and is followed by a neat linear relationship between the largest
component size andN . Components as large as 12000 vertices can be observed in thenetwork when
N reaches its maximum. The evolution ofC is also notable, as the number of components concurrently
present in the network initially grows up to 900 atN ∼ 5000, and then starts decreasing. Therefore, when
R = 200 m, new nodes joining the network after the critical vehicular density has been reached not only
are not isolated, but tend to bridge existing components, increasing their size and reducing their number.

Although the dispersion of points at a givenN only allows to individuate rough approximations of
the critical vertex density thresholds, the values identified above are qualitative indicators of the network
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Figure 7: CDF (left) and CCDF (right) of the component sizeS, for different values ofR. Each plots
portrays the distributions at several daytimes, compared with those aggregated over all the snapshots with
similarN .

availability, i.e., the possibility of leveraging vehicle-to-vehicle multi-hop communication to a meaning-
ful extent. These thresholds are indicated as solid lines inFig. 8(d), where they overlap to the evolution of
N over time. Clearly, large clusters can be expected to appearin the vehicular network mainly during the
morning and afternoon rush hours. This maps to an availability of around 4 hours/day and 8 hours/day
whenR = 100 m and 200 m, respectively. The network is instead never available whenR = 50 m.

Spatio-temporal dynamics ofCmax. Not only the availability, but also thereliability of large
components is a critical factor for the design of vehicular network solutions. In order to analyze this
second aspect, we studied the one-second variability of thelargest component sizeSmax, and observed
that: (i) whenR = 100 m,Smax undergoes significant variations at each second, its value doubling or
halving every few seconds; (ii) whenR = 200 m,Smax variations still involve thousands of nodes albeit
the largest clusterCmax appears more stable due to its larger size, that limit fluctuations to 15% ofSmax.

The reason behind these major size changes ofCmax lies in its internal dynamics. Although a rigorous
discussion is not possible due to space limitations, we provide an intuitive example of such dynamics in
Fig. 9. The two plots show the vertices inCmax at two subsequent seconds: the internal structure is
highlighted in terms of betweenness centrality, the size and color of each nodes indicating its ownB
value.

The largest cluster in the left image comprises over 1.600 vehicles, and we can note the very high
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different values of the communication rangeR. Colors and arrows indicate the number of components in
the networkC. (d): evolution ofN over the daytime.
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Figure 9: Internal structure ofCmax at two subsequent time seconds, whenR = 100 m. Vertices color and
size indicate the node’s betweenness centrality.

betweenness centrality of nodes in the northeastern region(where a bridge joins the two sides of the
Rhine river). This implies that vertices in that area are part of a very large number of shortest paths, or, in
other words, they branch together large groups of vehicles.Indeed, at the next time second, in the right
plot, a shift of a few vehicles in that same region is sufficient to break the connectivity over the bridge,
disconnecting the whole group of vehicles located in the northern area. As a result,Smax suddenly drops
to around 1.000 nodes.

These dynamics are very frequent in the vehicular network, where very large components are the
result of vehicles traveling between smaller components, branching the latter together: however, such
vehicles only buildweak ties that break as soon as the bridging vertex moves away. We can conclude that,
whenR = 100 m, large components suffer from low reliability, in thesense that they undergo a continuous
merge-and-split process that makes long multi-hop paths appear and disappear at a high frequency. When
R = 200 m, the sheer size of large clusters reduces the impact ofthese variations: however, we recall
that the unreliability moves to the single-hop level, with wireless links that are significantly more loss-
prone. A tradeoff thus appears between unreliabilities at the network and link level, depending on the
communication range adopted.

Giant components.The previous results look at the largest component in general, neglecting whether
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Figure 10: Probability of existence of a first and second giant components and relative size of the first
giant component versusN , for differentR’s.

Cmax is actually a “large enough” component. We now leverage the rigorous notion of giant component
introduced in Sec. 4 to tell apart components that group a meaningful number of nodes, and study their
appearance and structure. Fig. 10 displays the probabilitythat the first (Cmax) and the second largest
components in the network are giant components, asN varies. We focus onR equal to 100 and 200 m
only, since no giant component ever appears in the network for R = 50 m. In both cases, giant components
start to appear at around the approximate critical threshold previously identified, i.e.,N ∼ 6000 and 3000
respectively; however, they do so with low-to-medium probability. In order to observe a giant component
with a high probability, e.g., 90%, significantly higher values ofN are to be considered, namely, 12500
for R = 100 m and 4500 forR = 200 m. These new thresholds, reported as dashed lines in Fig. 8, evidence
that, whenR = 100 m, persistent giant components are basically unavailable in the network. WhenR =
200 m, a persistent giant component is available, although only during the morning and afternoon rush
hours.

Fig. 10 also reports the size of the giant componentSgiant, expressed as a fraction of the overall
network sizeN . WhenR = 100 m, not only the giant component is less probable to appear, but it never
includes more than 20% of the network vertices. Conversely,whenR = 200 m,Sgiant monotonically
grows withN , arriving to include 75% of the network nodes during the morning traffic peak.

A second giant component rarely appears in the network, and athird giant component is never ob-
served. Therefore, when it is available, the giant component maps toCmax and suffers from the large
rapid variations previously described forCmax, reproposing the fundamental tradeoff between network-
level and link-level unreliability under diverse values ofR.

We further explore the internal structure of giant components by studying the average lengthL of
the shortest paths between any two vertices within the component, in Fig. 11. The value ofL is lower
for small giant components, i.e., whenSgiant is 500 or smaller. However, it then quickly grows as
Sgiant increases. This behavior holds for bothR = 100 m andR = 200 m, and confirms that larger
giant components are not denser and thus better connected, only geographically wider as a result of the
(possibly temporary) merge of smaller components. Thus, giant components become more difficult to
navigate as they grow in size [2,3].

Fig. 11 also compares the vehicular network graph with an Erdös-Rényi random graph, a typical
example ofsmall world network where each pair of nodes is separated by a low number of hops [1].
SinceL ≈ logN

log<D>
in an Erdös-Rényi graph, the latter is maps to a line in the plots. In fact, the line stays

much lower than all the vehicular network points, a clear indication that vehicular networks are not small
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Figure 11: Small world property of the vehicular network versusN for differentR’s. The plots also
reports the result for an Erdös-Rényi random graph.

worlds.
Key networking insights. Our analysis allows us to observe that very large network components do
exist in the network, and thatmulti-hop connected communication among several thousands vehicles is
possible. However, these very large components are affected by low availability, only appearing during
a few hours each day. Moreover, their reliability is poor at any communication radiusR, due a funda-
mentaltradeoff between network- and link-level reliability: one has to choose between a merge-and-split
network of stable links and a better connected network of loss-prone links. These observations evidence
the difficulty of routing data within a purely ad hoc vehicular network: only limited time windows are
exploitable, and, even then, designing an efficient protocol may be impossible, due to the complex and
fast network topology dynamics or the unreliable vehicle-to-vehicle links. Therefore, we conclude that
carry-and-forward transfer paradigms are compulsory also to route data within large connected compo-
nents.

From a different perspective, the low availability and reliability of the large components, jointly with
their peculiar internal structure, let us argue thatroadside unit (RSU) deployment is critical to achieve
large components of connected vehicles that are reliable at both network and link level. In particular,
RSUs should be deployed where weak ties tend to appear, so as to act as permanent bridges among small
but stable ad hoc connectivity islands.

Assuming the presence of bridging RSUs, large vehicular network components have proven not to be
easy to navigate, as they are sparse non-small worlds. This results in most vehicles in these component
being connected by a single long multi-hop path, passing through bridging nodes, which allows us to
derive important rules for the design of efficient vehicularad hoc routing protocols. First,geographic
information is indispensable to build and maintain routes along the complex long multi-hop paths that
characterize the connected components. Second, practicalprotocols should consider thatbridging ver-
tices risk to be burdened with excessive forwarding loads. Third, in all cases, due the length of multi-hop
paths,non-negligible end-to-end latency cannot be avoided.

7 Node-level analysis

We conclude our study by descending at the individual node level. Our interest focuses on the character-
ization of the vertex neighborhood at one and two-hop distance.
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One-hop neighborhood. Fig. 12 shows, for each value ofR, the CDF (left) and CCDF (right) of the
node degreeD in the vehicular network, when aggregating all samples over24 hours. The plots point out
how common small (e.g.,D < 5) one-hop communication neighborhoods are for anyR, although less
probable under larger communication ranges. HigherR’s also result in an increased heterogeneity of the
one-hop neighborhood: whenR = 200 m, isolated nodes and vertices with 170 neighbors can coexist in
the network.

The degree distribution does not follow a power law for anyR, and we can thus conclude that ve-
hicular networks are notscale-free in the degree distribution [3]. This means that the maximum one-hop
neighborhood size is constrained (in our case, by geographical restrictions on the vertices positions) to
sizes that are small with respect to the network sizeN . In other words, although 170 neighbors may seem
a lot, they only appear for highN ’s and represent in fact a mere 1% of the whole network. This isagain
a sign of poor navigability.
Two-hop neighborhood.The characterization of two-hop neighborhoods can be performed by observing
the assortativity of the network, i.e., the correlation between the degreeD of a node and the average
degree of its one-hop neighbors inV1. Fig. 13 shows that the vehicular network is highly assortative: a
strong linear relationship exists between these two measures, with a low standard deviation as from the
errorbars.
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This points out that high-degree vertices are typically connected with high-degree vertices, and low-
degree ones with other low-degree vertices. The combination of lack of scale-free property and high
assortativity is a proof that, unlike many other real-worldnetworks, vehicular networks do not show
a backbone of high-degreehub nodes interconnecting low-degree leaf nodes. Rather, the network is
structured around weakly tied cliques of vehicles with similar degree.
Key networking insights. We observed vehicular communication neighborhoods to be heterogeneous
and assortative. Apart from validating our previous remarks on the scarce navigability of connected
components, these results imply that vehicles can move in a few tens of seconds from quasi-isolation to
being part of cliques of hundreds of cars. Then,medium access control, data rate adaptation and power
control algorithms will play a more important role than expected, as their rapidity to adapt to the varying
network conditions may really make the difference between an efficient network and a useless one.

8 Discussion and conclusions

We presented a first study of the instantaneous topological features of a spontaneous vehicular network in
a realistic urban environment. Our large-scale complex network analysis allowed us to draw conclusions
on the significant limitations of the topology in terms of connectivity, availability, reliability and naviga-
bility, at both network and component levels; we also unveiled the degree heterogeneity and assortativity
of vehicular neighborhoods. Our observations let us advocate the adoption of carry-and-forward transfer
paradigms and/or the deployment of RSUs at weak tie locations, as well as the key role of protocols for
channel access and rate/power control.

Concerning the limitations of our work, the study is constrained to one specific scenario due to the
lack of other mobility datasets that are publicly availableand yield a high level of realism. However,
recent topological studies on urban road layouts have concluded that cities worldwide can be classified
into macroscopic groups that feature very similar structural properties [26]. We thus conjecture that the
single scenario we consider may be representative of many other urban regions of similar nature and size.

We also remark that we only considered the instantaneous vehicular network connectivity, and thus
our results are not conclusive for disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs) based on carry-and-forward com-
munication paradigms. Moreover, we limited the analysis tothe average RF signal propagation behavior
granted by a computationally-feasible disc model. The characterization of the topology of DTNs and the
impact of more realistic propagation remain open problems that we plan to address in the future.
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